Jurisco Google Ads
& Landing Page
Case Study
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ABOUT JURISCO
Established in 1987, Jurisco is a nationwide leader
in surety bond services, assisting lawyers across
nation with obtaining surety bonds.

CHALLENGE
Jurisco reached out to Upgrow to help transform
their Google Ads account into a lead generation
machine, as well as help design high converting
landing pages to improve conversion rates.

SOLUTION
During our discovery process with Jurisco, we
discovered Jurisco wanted to target specific
regions in the US and through research, found
out that the location relevance was an important
factor to customers.

Since there are many permutations of locations
and types of surety bonds (e.g. Appeal Bond in
California, Supersedeas Bond in Washington), we
proposed utilizing the dynamic text replacement
feature on Instapage to run a single landing page,
with the ability to dynamically change headlines/
text to improve relevance.
This was a significant cost and time saving, as we
did not have to create a landing page for each
permutation.
In Google Ads, we restructured the campaigns
by the regions in order to create tailored ad copy
relevant to the geo-target, as well as employed
Single Keyword Ad Groups (SKAGs) structures to
improve campaign optimization performance.
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RESULTS
Within 3 months (vs. previous 3 months), we were able to achieve:
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18%

91%
Month 1

Decrease Cost-Per-Lead (CPL) by 91%

Month 2

Month 3

Increase lead volume by 775%

Decrease spend by 18%

Overall, Jurisco was able to acquire substantially more leads very efficiently while spending less.
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“

“Upgrow has been an instrumental partner to
Jurisco in driving growth through Google Ads.
Their landing page optimization approach has
yielded a tremendous uplift in volume of leads
at an efficient rate. Highly responsive and very
knowledgable - I couldn’t be happier working
with them!”
- William Hanley, Vice President
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LANDING PAGE
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C O N TA C T

contact@upgrow.io

U S

(415) 851-7669

upgrow.io
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